
 
  
 
 

A Selection from our 

2021 Philanthropic 

Accomplishments  
 
 
Our 2021 annual fund campaign focused on building inclusive pathways into the profession,  

supporting professional development across a wide range of career settings and increasing public 

awareness of anthropology - three important pillars of the work we are doing. As you read a selection from 

our 2021 philanthropic accomplishments, we invite you to be a partner in continuing this work.   

o A remarkably generous gift by former AAA President, Dr. Louise Lamphere enabled the Association to 

endow its internship program in its 10th anniversary year. The Association can proudly offer The Louise 

Lamphere Internship Program for generations to come. 

“Since its inception, summer interns have ben excited by what they have learned about AAA 

and the skills they have obtained in contact with museum and heritage professionals. The 

program has proved to be an important pathway for anthropology undergraduates to 

explore anthropology as practiced ‘on the ground’.” – Dr. Louise Lamphere 

o Thanks to the generosity of former AAA President, Dr. Setha M. Low, the Association can proudly offer 

The Setha M. Low Engaged Anthropology Award for generations to come.   

o Thanks to an exceptionally generous gift pledged by AAA member Dr. Carole H. Browner, significant 

financial support was provided in 2021 for The Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology 

Book Award (now known as SLACA’s Arthur J. Rubel Book Prize) and the AAA Award for Excellence in 

Undergraduate Teaching of Anthropology. 

o The Association is grateful for remarkably generous unrestricted gifts by former AAA President Dr. 

Yolanda Moses and AAA member Dr. Timothy McCajor Hall, and a significant pledge to the AAA 

endowment fund by The Marrella Fund.   

o Thanks to a generous gift by AAA Executive Board member Dr. Elizabeth Briody and her husband Dr. 

Marc S. Robinson in 2021, the Association is launching the Ina Rosenthal-Urey Mentorship Program at 

the undergraduate level.  

o Thanks to a generous tribute gift by former AAA Executive Board member Dr. Corinne A. Kratz, the 

Council for Museum Anthropology will launch the Ivan Karp Workshops in Museum Anthropology.  

o A tribute gift from The Dubal Family has led to the creation of the Sam Dubal Memorial Award for Anti-

Colonialism and Racial Justice in Anthropology.  



o The E. Ohnuki-Tierney biennial Book Award for Historical Anthropology is made possible through a gift 

from Dr. Emiko Ohnuki-Tierney. 

o Starting in 2022, the AAA Gender Equity Award will include a $1,000 prize, made possible through a gift 

from former AAA President Dr. Virginia Dominguez, AAA member Dr. Susan Greenhalgh, and a 

number of other supporters who provided additional matching funds. 

o The AAA Summer Leadership Institute has received generous financial support, thanks to a pledge by 

AAA member Dr. Mary H. Moran. 

o Thanks to a generous grant from the Wenner-Gren Foundation, the Association is upgrading an 

important educational resource; the UnderstandingRace.org website.  This online resource gets 10,000 

visitors a month and uses current findings from across the subfields of anthropology to challenge the 

notion that racial identities are biologically based and fixed. Its teaching guides help to rectify 

misconceptions about human biological variation and contribute to timely public conversations regarding 

social injustices.   

o Thanks to a generous multi-year grant from the Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation, the Association 

presented its second Symposium on Anthropology and Entrepreneurship at the Annual Meeting in 

Baltimore on November 19, 2021.   

o Thanks to the generosity of nearly 200 peers who contributed between $10-$100 each to a fund to 

provide financial assistance for the 2021 Annual Meeting, we were able to provide complimentary 

registration to 66 members.   

As you can see from the stories above, philanthropic support of the Association provides us with the financial 

flexibility to continue supporting anthropologists and furthering the important work of expanding access and 

equity in our field. We remain optimistic about our field and our future, and hope that we can count on your 

continued generosity, resilience, and sense of community.  

 

Thank you for standing with us in 2021!  

 
 


